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Abstract— This paper focuses to ensure the medical 

applications of free space optics (FSO). FSO has a fair 

amount of features that can be easily incorporated in 

medical treatments. Even radiotherapy can also be done 

using the mentioned technology in a proper way. FSO is not 

that much costly as well but it comprises of versatile 

features ranging from bandwidth to utmost speed. It can 

deteriorate tumors and other malignant issues as well in vital 

parts of the body. Generally cancer treatment takes almost 

4-7 weeks using the radiotherapy, Brachytherapy etc. FSO 

would shorten the duration issues as well. This technology 

does not have any interference issues and as a result we 

could get the exact relevant data with information as of now. 

The crisis of money can also be easily settled if we 

configure FSO in medical applications right from the 

preliminary requirements such as tumors, vital malignant 

problems involving any solvable carcinogenic issues. If FSO 

could be integrated, this would be beneficial for 

claustrophobic individuals to soothe the treatment 

consequence. This paper aims to provide a working model 

to make use of this technology with all possible medical 

issues as per the requirement to cure the concerned disease 

easily 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Through the invention of Phonograph by Thomas Edison in 

1877, the telecommunication era has been evolved. Later in 

1951 fibre optics got into the market. FSO is all same with 

the fibre optics technology but the medium is free space, 

vacuum etc. It demands the proper line of sight to get the 

signal to work accordingly [1]. This technology transfers 

data at a vast rate of 2.5 GBPS. FSO involves optical 

transmission of various phenomena such as voice, video and 

data using air as the medium of transmission.Transmitter 

with a receiver are placed in a free space medium. For 

propagation [2-8]. Data transfer speed really matters to us. 

Through the discovery of 1G to 4G ,only the speed 

terminology has been improved continuously. FSO is the 

only option which can be compared to these speedy data 

transfer properly. Well bandwidth is also elastically 

operated in FSO. Now market would be going to witness 

5G, which can also be comparable to FSO technology in 

terms of performance. 

LMDS and MMDS are used following microwave 

models wherever the technology of optical fibres are lacking 

the dimensional scope. FSO uses LED or laser diode for 

transmitting light medium as per the requirements[9]. The 

use of infrared light for communication is not affected by 

electromagnetic interference. That’s why it could be 

concluded that FSO does not have any interference issues as 

of now. FSO has enormous bandwidth compared to RF 

technology which can’t scale with limited bandwidth of 622 

megabits.    

Today medical science has shown its potential to 

solve all types of disease with certain gadgets and budding 

technologies. Cancer is one of the vital issue in medical 

research. There are a lot of supporting research centers and 

medical laboratory to showcase all possible research 

methods to cure the disease with utmost care. Human body 

comprises of huge number of cells. Each cell has its own 

lifecycle and growing potential[10] If certain cells undergo 

rapid divisions with enormous growth, it generates a sort of 

tumors right there. Tumors can be of two types i.e, benign 

tumor and malignant tumor. Well, benign tumor is not 

harmful at all. When a particular tumor is malignant one, 

then it damages the cell lifecycle causing harm to the 

adjacent cells as well because of carcinogenic issues. It may 

cause metastasis as well invading the lymph ducts finally. 

These problems are being treated with Radiotherapy, 

Chemotherapy, Brachytherapy, Selective internal 

radiotherapy treatment ,3D conformal treatment etc. are 

given accordingly.[19] These treatments are very expensive 

and time consuming. Here generally X-ray and gamma rays 

are used [11].  

FSO has immense feature ranging from enormous 

bandwidth to utmost speedy communication. FSO is also 

cheap and it could be easily integrated for medical treatment 

as per the preliminary standards to resolve all types of 

possible tumors and malignant cells. Claustrophobic 

individuals generally suffer from some uncommon problems 

during the stages of treatment. Here FSO would soothe the 

mental issues as well. The medical domain could be 

benefitted with its applications as NASA does posses [12].  

II. COMMENCEMENT OF FSO 

It all got a new dimension when LASER has come into 

existence in 1960. It found its applications in various fields 

by 2008 onwards [13-18].  

It was Edison, who has got the idea of wireless 

telecommunication. Later many companies have worked on 

this technology after the optical fibre revolution [19]. 

III. DEVELOPMENT OF FSO 

Firstly, optical fibre was in great demand. Everything was 

being performed efficiently with the help of Optical fibre 

technology. Communication system used these technologies 

to construct a connection among several locations.[1] It was 

basically used to lay underground and establish several 

connection as well. On the other hand Radio wave was an 

option too, which serves for large data transfer rate.  The 

biggest demerit was the need of more and more bandwidth. 

The increased bandwidth requirement has forced the FSO[5] 

technology to be evolved. It was the only substitute to 

communicate among specific places with the use of no 

medium i.e., basically in air, vacuum etc. It required a 

LASER or a strong LED only and it was really of very little 

price.[19] 
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IV. ADVANTAGES OF FSO  

1) It does not require any sort of licensing.[21] 

2) It is comparatively faster than other alternatives. 

3) It has large bandwidth. 

4) Data transfer rate is very high. 

5) It traverses in free space , air or vacuum medium.[2] 

6) This is very much secure and does not require any 

updates. 

V. DISADVANTAGE OF FSO 

1) It is point to point communication, so line of sight is 

mandatory[1] 

2) There are some problems in traversing like physical 

barrier, wall etc[10] 

3) Rain, Fog etc. claims the disturbance in traversing[10] 

4) There is also one more disadvantage i.e, Scintillation[1] 

VI. APPLICATIONS OF FSO 

It has several applications some of which are mentioned as 

follows.  

1) This technology is used in the space communication, or 

spacecraft analogy captions. 

2) Local Area Network connections inside major cities. 

3) It has high bandwidth comparatively to those other 

substitutes, this could be used in broadband 

communications etc. 

4) Sound communications could be easily integrated 

through it.  

5) The frequency range is very much feasible. As a result 

no sort of licence is required. This does not need to 

have any updates done in future. It is safe overally. [1] 

VII. CURRENT STATE 

FSO lacks the enriched technology platform. But this is 

quite a great area of interest to have research done as well 

intensifying the outcome as early as possible. 

Now few companies are ready to make softwares 

and connections based on the optical fibre technology. Well, 

if there would be space communication then the technology 

is the only way to communicate and integrate all the 

captionsa and transmitter medium. Even NASA has a strong 

blend over this technology as it has been using this from a 

long decades ago for the advancement of technology based 

on the superior communication aspects. Therefore it could 

be said that the thing is to get this technology in the real role 

model, quite feasible aspects could be interpreted. In some 

of the treatments this has been found that Free Space 

communication has been used using Optical medium as 

well.  

Here a brief model by block representation has 

been defined for the mentioned communication technology 

which demands rigorous research full of mathematical 

aspects. 

Thus the technology has found its place amidst 

these busy and flourishing environments.[1] 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram through all the steps of FSO 

transmission 

VIII. CHALLENGES OF FSO 

The several challenges[7] that are being faced today are 

stated[8] as follows[6] 

A. Atmospheric Losses for Absorption and scattering:  

Physical barriers such as plants, buildings, rocks etc creates 

immense hazards for the propagation in order to create 

scattering issues in the whole transmission intercourse. 

Therefore this could also be a sort of challenge for 

today.[11]. 

B. Atmospheric Turbulence: 

Change in temperature all of a sudden causes the air pockets 

to create disturbances in form of turbulence in free space 

transmission.[1] 

C. Divergence of beam loss:  

Beam divergence is generally found while nearby receivers 

due to medium problems. The beam-angle should be quite 

small enough for this purpose. 

Loss due to pointing error in space to get the link failed. 

IX. MITIGATION TECHNIQUES 

The mitigation techniques[10] are as follows: [9] 

A. Aperture Average Method:  

Temperature variation problems are generally resolved in 

the way of optimising by using eddy channel fading 

techniques.[10] 

B. Diversity Method: 

The issue caused by turbulence can also be resolved using 

the technique to relief air-pockets to eradicate scattering 

issues.                                       

C. Adaptive Optics Method:  

The beam transmission remains preserved while using the 

technique centred round the advanced optics technology. 

Finally beam does not distort anymore.[1] 

D. Rejection of Noise in background using filter: 

The different types of spatial filters are generally used to 

reject the noises in the background by placing a noise 

reluctant soaking medium. By using this the message 

demodulated at receiver side could be retrieved accurately 

and properly in a soothing way. 
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X. CANCER TREATMENT 

Cancer is one of the threatening disease. Cancer treatment is 

done through a fair number of methods. If metastasis is 

prominent then radiotherapy is done initially. It is followed 

by clinical surgery and thereby radiotherapy as required. It 

consumes almost 2 months treatment in an average to cure 

the individual properly. Then the prescribed drugs are to be 

recommended by therapists. If the malignant cells are not in 

that much enormous, then chemotherapy is used. 

[12]Sometimes brachytherapy is helpful in case of cancers 

near pelvis, prostate region. In brachytherapy, some 

applicators are inserted to the affected area and let it to 

deteriorate the carcinogenic tissues. External radiation is 

projected to the affected area in case of breast cancer, brain 

cancer etc.[19] Sometimes a radio-isotope is placed near the 

affected cells inside the body to destroy the cell completely. 

In this way the individual becomes radioactive for certain 

period of time. All the cancer treatment is generally done in 

a semi-dark room so that x-rays could be seen. Radiotherapy 

can be done by different angles, for this certain masks are to 

be placed in different parts of human body. Tattoo and 

marks spot are identified by therapist to provide with proper 

treatment. X-ray simulation is done before treatment 

commences. If cancer is found in liver then Selective 

Internal radiotherapy is performed. Some claustrophobic 

persons face problems during treatment. There could be hair 

loss. Individuals abstain from reproduction having less 

amount of libido. Electronic Portal Imaging Device is used 

for receiving the pictures of the radiation beam as it passes 

through body. 

XI. MODEL 

FSO technology can be used in cancer treatment too. Here is 

my prescribed model. 

 

 
Fig. 2: After modulation of the input signal in laser medium 

 
Fig. 3: Receiving response after applying certain radiation. 

So, if we want to treat the benign tumor cells we 

must note that the operating room[14] should be kept at 

normal temperature to avoid variation in temperature. To 

deteriorate the affected cells that could be easily accessible 

the carrier would become void and as per the prescribed 

model Laser radiation[13] would only work [3]. If we 

observe the equation above, it is worth noting that the 

divergence angle should be small and point to point 

connected [2]. To apply Laser on human body, concerned 

masks should be kept on certain portions of body.  

Reasons Results 

Power ≈  f(speed) 

Speed of laser >> Speed of 

X-ray 

Power of laser >> Power of 

X-ray 

Therefore from the above table we conclude, 

Radiation flux of laser radiation >> Radiation flux of X-ray 

radiation. 

XII. CONCLUSION 

FSO technology is new-borne in the ever evolved technical 

aspects. Therefore research scope lies in a huge figures. FSO 

can be used to figure out the prevailing problems and its 

medical remedies with the efficient technology that it 

posses.Well, cancer has also dark shaded treatment cycle. 

Further, FSO technology could have opened a new way and 

I, therefore propose a way to let FSO realize the potential of 

radiotherapy to replace it wherever as possible in essential 

medical applications.  
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